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Process of
Redevelopment

The Carriageworks and
Westmoreland House have
been derelict for over 20 years.
For many years there has
been pressure from the local
community for Bristol City Council
(BCC) to do something about
the site. This energy has most
recently been channelled through
The Carriageworks Action Group
(CAG) who agreed their Vision
for the site in December 2011
following extensive community
consultation.
To secure the redevelopment
of the site after so many years,
BCC has decided to acquire the
site as the only realistic means
of achieving redevelopment.
This will be by agreed purchase
from the land owner, but failing
agreement the council proposes
to use Compulsory Purchase
powers.
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The approach adopted by
Bristol City Council
To secure the redevelopment of this
important site, BCC has taken the
decision to acquire the site. The
council will seek to negotiate
a purchase from the owner by
agreement. If that fails, the council
has decided to compulsory acquire
the site.
Making the Compulsory
Purchase Order Work
A Compulsory Purchase Order is
time consuming, expensive and
risky and is only used as a last
resort. To secure an Order the
council must have a deliverable
development proposal. The council
is not a developer and so needs to
secure a development partner that
will work with it and the community
to identify a scheme.
Selecting a partner developer
through competitive tender
The selection of a development
partner is regulated by national
and European law which requires
the council to select the most
economically advantageous tender.
At the same time we need to
secure a scheme that meets the
requirements of the Community
Vision document.
Working with CAG, a selection
process was devised that is as open
as possible, includes the community
and invited the widest interest from
developers in this time of austerity.
From the expressions of interest,
Knightstone Housing Association has
been selected to proceed to third and
final tender stage.

Description of Stage III tender
process in more detail
In this final stage, Knightstone
Housing has been invited to
submit detailed proposals for
redevelopment of the site.
In working up their detailed
proposals, Knightstone has to
consult widely to secure support
from the community, stakeholders
and within the council. The
proposals must be deliverable and
the submission will be measured
against various criteria such as
design, uses, local benefit and
financial viability.
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Timeline
to
Redevelopment
The redevelopment of The
Carriageworks and Westmoreland
House is a complex project and
securing development via the
Compulsory Purchase Order route
is both lengthy and uncertain.
The current timeline describing
the process from the start of
Stage III (see Redeveloping the
Carriageworks site display panel)
has been agreed between Bristol
City Council, CAG and Knightstone
Housing. This timeline suggests
the whole development process
could take up to 4½ years.
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Stage III
Consultation
Plan
Based around the CAG, Vision
and Knightstone have developed
a focused series of workshops to
better understand the issues of
redeveloping this site.
Attendance at any of these
workshops is open but there is
a need to restrict numbers due
to venue size. To attend any of
these workshops email carriageworks@knightstone.co.uk
All workshops will be facilitated
by Vivid Regeneration, an
independent facilitator appointed
by Knightstone Housing.
In addition to these workshops
various other meetings and
presentations will be organised
over the next 3 months during
the Stage III developer selection
process.

workshop

workshop theme

1

A meeting where the
vision can be explored
and ideas for redeveloping
the site discussed. The
outcome will be used
to assist gcp Chartered
Architects to better
understand the Vision and
the potential of the site.

Exploring
the Vision.
Developing
Ideas.

2
Presentation of
redevelopment
options for
Carriageworks
and
Westmoreland
House

3
Proposed
ground floor
uses for
Carriageworks
and
Westmoreland
House

4
Design
aspirations
for the
redevelopment
of Carriageworks
and
Westmoreland
House

5
General
redevelopment
options for
Carriageworks
and
Westmoreland
House.

6
Reviewing the
preferred option

A meeting where options
that have been drawn up
based on initial discussions
and information gathering
are to be presented. These
options will be subject to
further consultation over the
next three workshops.

Workshop focusing on the
proposed uses for the
ground floor:
• Number and size of
commercial/community units
• Proposed uses
• Servicing/access/waste
• Long term management

Workshop focusing on the
heritage of the site and the
design aspiration for the
proposed redevelopment:
• Proposed retention of
Carriageworks
• Other listed buildings on
the site
• Reuse of buildings
• Design of new build
elements

Workshop focusing on the
general redevelopment
of the site:
• Housing- mix/tenure/number
• Facilities- retail etc
• Employment
• Existing site uses
• Management

venue

Unitarian Chapel,
Brunswick Square,
Bristol,
BS2 8PE

Unitarian Chapel,
Brunswick Square,
Bristol,
BS2 8PE

Unitarian Chapel,
Brunswick Square,
Bristol,
BS2 8PE

Unitarian Chapel,
Brunswick Square,
Bristol,
BS2 8PE

Unitarian Chapel,
Brunswick Square,
Bristol,
BS2 8PE

An opportunity for
individuals to comment on
preferred option based on
the consultation workshops
and wider consultation.
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TBC

date

time

notes

Thursday
1 August

2pm

CAG Liaison
Group

Thursday
15 August

6.30pm

Open
Meeting

Tuesday
20 August

3-5 pm

Those interested
in attending the
workshop are
asked to register
by 16 August
Drop-in session
between 5-6pm
(no need to
register)

Thursday
29 August

3-5 pm

Those interested
in attending the
workshop are
asked to register
by 26 August
Drop-in session
between 5-6pm
(no need to
register)

Wednesday
4 September

3-5pm

Those interested
in attending the
workshop are
asked to register
by 30 August
Drop-in session
between 5-6pm
(no need to
register)

Weekend of
14/15
September

TBC

Open meeting
event
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Historic
Fabric
The Carriageworks site is
located within the Stokes Croft
Conservation Area and is adjacent
to the Montpelier Conservation
Area and the Redland, Cotham
& Gloucester Road Conservation
Area. It is also over looked by the
Kingsdown Conservation Area.
There are many historic buildings
in the area including listed and
unlisted buildings of architectural
merit. The Carriageworks (grade
II* listed) is one of the most
important listed buildings in the
locality being. No4 Ashley Road
(Grade II listed) is also part of the
development site. Both are on
the Bristol City Council ‘at risk’
register.

Landmarks and Key Buildings

Conservation Areas

In addition to the historic buildings
there are many other buildings
that are important landmarks in the
area, many characterised by their
street art / graffiti.

Carriageworks with commissioned street art.

Westmoreland house with
graffiti by Sweet Toof
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Tuckett’s Buildings, collection of three
ebullient late Victorian commercial buildings.
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Building heights

Buildings
Gardens
Carraigeworks and Westmoreland
House dominated the site and
are two of the largest and most
iconic buildings in the area and
arguable define this part of the
city. The commercial frontages
facing onto Stokes Croft are
predominantly 3 or 4 storeys, with
Westmoreland House at 7 storeys
dominates the skyline. The upper
levels are generally residential
in use. These buildings are over
shadowed by Armada House in
Lower Kingsdown at 14 storeys.

View from the North

The ground floor commercial uses
tend to have generous floor to
ceiling heights at over 3 meters.

Landscaping

The majority of garden or green
spaces in the area are private
gardens. The only publically
accessible green space is at the
foot of Armada although this is not
attractive in use.
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Movement
Constraints
Opportunities
The Carriageworks site is at a
very busy traffic junction that
primarily includes Stokes Croft,
Cheltenham Road, Ashley Road
with secondary pressures from
Picton Street and Ninetree Hill.
The movements generated by
these routes conflicts between
motor vehicles, cycles and
pedestrians. The rise in cycle
usage and walking has created
more tensions at this junction.
In redeveloping the site there are
many constraints that dictate how
and what can be done. Some are
fixed constraints such as the site
boundary, The Carriageworks
and adjacent buildings etc, whilst
others are constraints to be
observed and respected such as
overlooking. The site also offers
some significant opportunities,
particularly views from the top of
Westmoreland House.

Constraints and
Opportunities

The fabric of the Carriageworks has
been deteriorating for many years.

No. 4 Ashley Road, grade II listed
could be beyond repair.

The site has a difficult relationship
to adjoining properties.

Movement
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